
 

Thirty-eight years ago, Jacques Saunders came into this world just two years after the fall 
of the Kryo Empire. This event resulted in the termination of communications and travels 
between the two worlds—Kryo and Avalona. Jacques grew up in Kryo, near the docks of 
Terra Haute's ports.  
  
His mother and father later sent him to the Boon Institute. Jacques' parents decided to 
send him there at an early age so he can learn accounting and the skills to become a 
great tradesman. But Jacques had other interests in mind.  
  
He wasn't interested in academics; he wanted to become a great leader. Because of this, 
he eventually abandoned his studies without completing them and instead, studied the 
intricate art of swordplay.  
 
Aside from having a stocky and muscular physique, Jacque was also an intelligent and 
dedicated man. Soon, he found himself getting accepted into the Mercenary University, 
which was just outside his hometown. Jacques was not even 16 years old. 
  
Because of his outstanding performance, Jacques gradually got promoted through the 
ranks of the University. After some time, he became a soldier. His choice to disobey his 
parents' wishes led to his disownment by them. As soon as they found out what Jacques 
had done, they felt betrayed. For them, his chosen profession was extremely "barbaric."  
  
Although this disownment caused him grief, it didn't last long because he later found 
solace. This came in the form of a father figure in Rowan Tolkan, the University's 
commander. His relationship with Rowan became very close. So much so that Rowan 
tutored Jacques industriously in the arts of strategy and leadership. 
  
Jacques' first exposure in combat experience was in tribal wars where he campaigned 
under the contract against the Burke Empire. Equipped with the skills and knowledge 
which he gained through his intensive training, Jacques did exceptionally well in open-
handed combat. This later resulted in receiving an instructor's position at the University.  
  
His commander turned father-figure—Rowan—would later step down from his role 
because of memory loss, frailty, and other conditions caused by old age. The University 
had to maintain its proud existence of excellence. Unfortunately, Rowan's condition 
prevented him from performing all of his functions.  
  
At only 23 years of age, Jacques got elected as Rowan's successor, and he assumed 
command. 
 

Character Bio Example



Everyone knew that Jacques would fit well as the new commander of the University. He 
had a pleasant face with bright blue eyes and black hair, which he always kept shortly 
trimmed. Because of his combat experiences, Jacques was able to establish a wide range 
of connections with combat acquaintances and even mercenaries throughout Eledor.  
  
He also maintains and continues the University's contract with Eledor while continuing to 
issue contracts with his men. Through the years, Jacques earned a reputation as a worthy 
and well- respected man.  
 
He tends to keep his word until death and lives by a code of honor. He maintains 
professional and cordial relationships with his fellow instructors and serves his purpose 
contently in his quaint quarters in Eledor. 
  
 




